EUGENE IS FIRST TO RALLY TO FLAX PLAN

Move to Make Industry Important One in State Meets With Enthusiasm.

ADRESSES TO BE GIVEN

Submitted to High in Other Communities Along the Way of Seeds to Farmers Arranged by State.

London has been the first community chosen as an example for the flax plan. Boston is a poor choice; the advice is given that the city will be sent a flax plan. But there will be a flax plan in London. Boston is a poor choice; the advice is given that the city will be sent a flax plan.

CITY CAN PAY HELP

DANGER OF KEEPING EMPLOYEES WAITING AVERTED.

FINANCIAL ROCKS PASSED

Careful investigations, collections of indigent street assessment and policy holders of Texas save the day.

FINANCES IN CITY IMPROVE

Street assessment payments taken and syndicate plan. The city will be able to pay its bills and interest payments.

BURTON MANAGER NAMED

O. C. Burton, Underwood to Have Underwood Campaign.

London has been chosen as the city to have the Underwood campaign. O. C. Burton, president of Underwood, has been chosen to head the campaign.

AMBITIOUS YOUNG WOMAN IS PAYING FOR MUSIC COURSE BY CRAWFISHING

Miss Margaret Kennedy, of Eugene, tells how she determined to avoid vocal lessons and has achieved success by utilizing good training and natural talent. She is now paying for her music course by crawfishing.

O'CONNOR, Man with Heart ailment

This is a true story of a man who was saved by the use of a certain medicine. The story is told by his doctor, Dr. O'Connor, who has had many years of experience in treating heart ailments. The man was suffering from a heart ailment, and Dr. O'Connor prescribed a certain medicine for him. The man took the medicine and was cured of his heart ailment.

Grip has many manifestations, it may be seen in the hands, arms, and legs, in the throat and chest, in the skin, with fever and headache. To get the best results, take "Grip," the first name of the medicine.

Although the article is written in English, it appears to be a copy of a newspaper article. The text includes various topics such as flax plan, financial improvement in the city, and a music course paid for by crawfishing. The article also contains a personal story of a man cured of a heart ailment and a discussion on the effects of grip. The text is a mix of formal and informal language, with some sentences lacking proper punctuation and capitalization.